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Objet: Projet minier Niocan - miscalculations and other errors in DA21 

1 have just reviewed exhibit DA21, "Caractérisation des matériaux dusite minier St- 
Lawrence Columbium", a report dated May 2002 prepared by Roche for Niocan 

1 am wnting to inform you of some miscalculations and incorrect inferences in the 
document. 

Background 

Earlier this year (February 2002) 1 pointed out in teçtimony before the TAQ that 
Roche had seriously miscalcuiated all the radioactivity coeffiaents for the samples 

calculations were carried out for samples of slag [scories], tûÜings [sandy residueç], 
and barren rocks [stériles]. 

1 
I 
I cited in the Niocan Environmental Assessrnent document of 2003. These 
I 

! 

The miscalcidations occurred because Roche simply neglected to inciude in the 
caldation the majority of the radioactive isotopes present in the samples, in 
violation of the procedure that i n  quite clearly described in the Règlement sur les 
matiéres dangereuses. 

As a result, al1 of the reported radioactivity coefficients in the Environmental 
Assessment Report were tm lowby a factor of ken or more. in the case of one 
sample 6f stérile, for example, Roche had calculated a coefficient of 0,4 when the 
actual Coefficient was more than 4,O . Roche then used this miscaladation to reach 
the incorrect conclusion that that particuiar sample of stérile was below the 
regdatory iimit and shouid therefore not be classified as a dangerous radioactive 
material (defined as a material for which the radioactivity coefficient exceeds 1). 
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: c  A U A  
lnfened 'Reg. Umit Ratlo 

112 4.000 0.028 
112 40,000 0.0028 

110 40,000 0.00275 
112 4,000 0.028 
112 40,000 0.0028 
112 40,000 0.0028 
112 40.000 0.0028 

125 40,000 0.00313 
110 40.000 0.00275 

80 40.000 0.002 
40 40,000 0.001 
inactive stable 0 

C A C/A 
lnfened Reg. Limit Rstic 

460 4.000 0.1 15 
460 4.000 0.115 
460 4.000 û.115 
460 4.000 0.115 
393 4,000 0.0982S 

393 4.000 0.0982. 
380 40,000 O.UO95 
380 40.000 0.0095 

390 40.000 0.0097: 
370 40,000 0.0092! 

380 40,000 0.0095 
380 4,000 0.095 
380 40,000 0.0095 
380 4,000 0.095 

lnactlvc sable 0 

Gordon Edwarck June/2002 

ATTACHMENT 2: CALCULATiON OF X4OIOACTNE COEFFICIENT 
SAMPLE OF SLC mRILES 2002 - CORRECTION (2) TO DA21 

MINIMUM EmMATES FOR U238, Th-234. Pa-234m U234 
BASE0 ON MEASUAEO ACTIMTY OF Pa-234m - LESS 10 percent 

(ail activky 1s m c i s u d  in Wkp) 

'HORRIM SERIES 
Th-232 

lhonUn-232 
ndium228 

actVliiZ28 
thofiw228 
radium224 
ndm-220 

pdonium2 1 6 
iead-2 1 2 

biSrruthr212 
[2/3] p d 0 n ~ U I l l - Z  12 
[in] Uulllum208 

lead-208 

thorium-234 
~mtanWumZ34 

unNum234 
tMum-230 
radium226 
ndw-222 

pohium2 1 8 
ka6214 

bknwtb214 
polonium2 14 

krb.2 1 O 
hkmnh210 

pobnlurr210 
lesbZ06 

bkmuth-2 1 1 

-1 

19.7 
19.7 
19.7 . 
19.7 
19.7 
19.7 
19.7 
19.7 
19.7 
19.7 

-.--- 
4,000 
4.000 
4.000 
4,000 
40,000 
40,000 
40.000 
40,000 
40,000 
40.000 

0.0049: 
0.0'049; 
0.0049: 
0.00492 
0.00045 
0.00041 
0.00045 
0.00045 
0.00041 
0.00041 

400.000 0.0016 

COEFFICIENT - 1.0115' 
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Additionai Emrs: Incorrect Inferences . .  . .. 

The largest contributor to my 0,974 figure Mmes from Pa-234111, whose activiv was 
measured as 512 becquerels per kilogram (I 10 %). For some unexplahed reason, 
the actual measluement was disregarded by Roche in favour of the fictitious 
estimated value of 393 Bq/kg. Any wd-trained scientkt or mathematician would 
ask why this should be coiisidered a reasonable thing to do. (Especially since it is not 
in accordance with the procedure laid d o m  in the Règlement.) 1 have chosen to 
use the measured values wherever they exist, because that is the correct procedure. 

I 
i 

If the 512 Bq/kg of Pa-234m is correct, or even approxhnately correct (in the range 
460 to 563, using the f 10 % specified in the table), then there must ais0 be 460 to 563 
Bq/kg EACH of U-238, Th-234, and U-234. Why? Because the stérile is 20 y e m  old, 
whüe Th-234 and Pa-23- have haif-lives of le6s than a month. Udess there is 
460 to 563 Bq/kg of U-238 to replenish the suppiy of Th-234 and Pa-mm, these 
short-lived isotopes could not possibly exist at such activity leveis in the sample. 

i 

l 
1 
i 
1 

1 Uranium-238 -> Thorium-234 -z Protactinium-234m -> Uranium-234 1 
Moreover, U-234 is chemicaliy inseparable from U-238 under natural conditions: the 
ratio between îheir masses is immutable, and since they belong to the same decay 
chah, they must maintain the same activity levei. 

Given the haü-üves of the three isotopes U-238, Th-234, Pa-234mI it is clear that 
even if the radioactive equiiibrium were broken at some point in t h e  due to 
weathering or leaching, it wouldn't matter much - because that equiiibrium wouid 
be re-estabiiihed again within 5 or 6 months. Meanwhile the U-234 activity will 
always match the U-238 activity for reasons stated in the previous paragraph: 

Thue there is every reason to beiieve that U-238, Th-234, P a - 2 3 4 ~  and U-234 all 
have equd levels of activity in this sample, and those leveis are at least 460 Bq/ kg. 

Using the lowest value of 460 Bq/kg for ail four, we get a radioactivity coefficient of 
1,Ol [attachment 21. if we use the measured value of 512 for Pa-23- - as requireci by 
the Règlement - and use 460 for the others, we get a coefficient of 1,025. [attachent 31 
Thuç the radioactivity coefficient for thi6 sampie of stérile, using the procedure 
squired by the Règlement, is at least 2 1/2 percent higher than the regulatory l i t  
used to define a hazardous radioactive materiai. 

If we use the higher value of 563 Bq/kg for U-238, Th-234, and U-234, and the 
measured value of 512 for P a - W  we get a coefficient of 1, lO - ten percent over 
the regulatory iimit. [attachent 41 

1. 
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The possibility that such a release into the environment can occur in oniy two or 
three decades underscores the necessity of treating the stériies as potentidy 
hazardous materiais and protecting the environment from them. 

Third, it appears desirable for the Minisbry of Environment to maintain an 
independent expertise in the field of low-level radioactivity to ensure that 
reguiations are properly foilowed. 

l 
l Gordon Edwaràs, Ph.D., 

Consultant in Radioactivity for 
the Mohawk Counal of Kanesatake. 


